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The blood–brain barrier (BBB), which imposes significant
water permeability restriction, effectively isolates the brain
from the systemic circulation. Seemingly paradoxical, the
abundance of aquaporin-4 (AQP-4) on the inside of the BBB
strongly indicates the presence of unique water dynamics
essential for brain function. On the basis of the highly
specific localization of AQP-4, namely, astrocyte end feet at
the glia limitans externa and pericapillary Virchow–Robin
space, we hypothesized that the AQP-4 system serves as an
interstitial fluid circulator, moving interstitial fluid from the
glia limitans externa to pericapillary Virchow–Robin space
to ensure proper glymphatic flow draining into the
cerebrospinal fluid. The hypothesis was tested directly
using the AQP-4 facilitator TGN-073 developed in our
laboratory, and [17O]H2O JJ vicinal coupling proton
exchange MRI, a method capable of tracing water
molecules delivered into the blood circulation. The results
unambiguously showed that facilitation of AQP-4 by
TGN-073 increased turnover of interstitial fluid through the
system, resulting in a significant reduction in [17O]H2O
contents of cortex with normal flux into the cerebrospinal

fluid. The study further suggested that in addition to
providing the necessary water for proper glymphatic flow,
the AQP-4 system produces a water gradient within the
interstitial space promoting circulation of interstitial fluid
within the BBB. NeuroReport 29:697–703 Copyright © 2018
The Author(s). Published by Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc.
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Introduction
The presence of the blood–brain barrier (BBB) effectively

isolates the brain from effects of the systemic environment.

The main determinant of proper BBB functionality is the

endothelium of brain capillaries [1,2], the unique structural

properties of which restrict water access. In addition to lacking

fenestrations, aquaporin-1 (AQP-1), a water channel abun-

dantly expressed in endothelial cells of common capillaries,

is actively suppressed in brain capillaries [3]. Claudin-2, a

water channel expressed in the tight junctions of epithe-

lium, is also not expressed in brain capillary endothelium

tight junctions [4]. Brain capillary endothelium has been

shown to have high electrical resistance, further confirming

highly restricted water permeability [2,5].

The water channel subtype, aquaporin-4 (AQP-4), in contrast,

is highly expressed in the brain, a discovery that has led to the

erroneous interpretation that AQP-4 facilitates the flow of

water into and out of the brain [6]. The presence of the BBB

and the restriction of water movement preclude this possibility

[2,7]. Indeed, in AQP-4 knockout animals, water entry into

the BBB from the systemic circulation remains unchanged,

although water entry into the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)

system is reduced [8,9]. It is now clearly understood that the

functionality of AQP-4 is related to water dynamics within the

BBB, independent from the systemic circulation [10].

Localization of AQP-4 in the brain is highly specific, existing

virtually only on astrocyte end feet at the glia limitans

externa (GLE) and pericapillary Virchow–Robin space

(VRS) (Fig. 1) [8–10,14,15]. Interstitial fluid in VRS has its

own circulation, referred to as ‘interstitial flow’, which plays a

role similar to systemic lymphatics for the brain that lacks a

conventional lymphatic system [16–19]. This latter system is

now referred to as glymphatic flow (GF), denoting glial

lymphatics, which drains into the CSF space [20–22]. The

water dynamics within pericapillary VRS have been shown

to be dependent on the functionality of AQP-4 [8–10].

AQP-4 on astrocyte end feet connects the intracellular

space of astrocytes and extracellular (interstitial) space.
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As astrocyte intracellular fluid provides the water source

for water influx into the interstitial space through AQP-4

at astrocyte end feet at VRS, to maintain intra-astrocyte

water equilibrium, an equivalent amount of water has to

enter the same astrocyte. The likely source is the only

other AQP-4-rich site on astrocyte end feet at the GLE

[10,23]. Similar to potassium siphoning and redistribu-

tion, water homeostasis can be sufficiently performed by

a single astrocyte or, alternatively, may be dependent on

a glia–cell syncytium [13,24]. In support of the former, it

has indeed been shown that a single astrocyte directly

connects the GLE and VRS [11,12].

Accordingly, we put forth the hypothesis that the AQP-4

system is an interstitial fluid circulator as described below.

Using the AQP-4 facilitator TGN-073 developed in our

laboratory, we directly tested the hypothesis in-vivo in

mice by [17O]H2O JJ vicinal coupling proton exchange

(JJVCPE) MRI, a method capable of tracing water mole-

cules given into the blood circulation [9,25,26].

Materials and methods
Hypothesis

Interstitial fluid water of the GLE moves to pericapillary

VRS through the intracellular fluid space of astrocytes,

and, eventually drains into the CSF (Fig. 2) [10,23]. The

hypothesis can be tested by quantitatively analyzing the

effects of the AQP-4 facilitator TGN-073 on the water

dynamics of the cortex, basal ganglia (BG), and CSF

simultaneously by JJVCPE MRI following an injection of

[17O]H2O into the systemic circulation.

Aquaporin-4 facilitator: TGN-073

Synthesis
The AQP-4 facilitator TGN-073, N-(3-benzyloxypyridin-
2-yl)-benzene-sulfonamide (Fig. 3), was developed in our

laboratory. TGN-073 was originally identified in our

laboratory as a potential AQP-4 ligand on the basis of

previously identified physicochemical properties con-

served among other AQP-4 inhibitors [27].

Fig. 1

Schematic presentation of polarized localization of aquaporin-4 (AQP-4). (a) Relationship with Virchow–Robin space (VRS). Expression of AQP-4 in
the brain is highly polarized to end feet of astrocytes at two specific locations: the glia limitans externa (GLE) at the cortical surface and pericapillary
VRS. VRS constitutes fluid-filled canals surrounding perforating arteries and veins in the parenchyma of the brain. Although the pia mater ends near
the brain surface, VRS continues into the brain parenchyma with a perforating artery. The arterial wall is surrounded by smooth muscle, which plays a
main role in controlling capillary inner pressure (autoregulation), whereas the capillary is surrounded by interstitial fluid, the hydrodynamics of which are
controlled by influx of water from intracellular fluid of astrocytes through AQP-4. (b) Astrocyte and end feet. Astrocyte end feet attach to many
structures, but AQP-4 is found only at the GLE and the VRS. As AQP-4 at the capillary VRS is responsible for water efflux from astrocytes into VRS, it
is highly plausible that AQP-4 at the GLE is responsible for water influx into the astrocyte from pericortical interstitial fluid space, thereby maintaining
astrocyte intracellular water equilibrium. Diagram modified from Hirano [11] and Sasaki and Mannen [12], which show that a single astrocyte projects
end feet both at the GLE and VRS [11,12]. Similar to the case of potassium siphoning, water homeostasis can be performed efficiently by a single
astrocyte or may require a glia–cell syncytium [11,13].
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In brief, reagents and solvents were sourced from Sigma-

Aldrich (Tokyo, Japan), Wako Pure Chemical Industries

(Osaka, Japan), TCI (Tokyo, Japan), or Nacalai Tesque Inc.

(Kyoto, Japan) at the highest grade possible, and were used

as received. Preparative flash chromatography was per-

formed using a Wakogel 300 silica gel. 1H nuclear magnetic

resonance (1H-NMR) spectra were recorded at 300MHz

on a Varian Mercury 300 spectrometer (Varian Inc.,

Palo Alto, California, USA) and are reported in parts per

million downfield from an internal tetramethylsilane peak.

Analytical ultraperformance liquid chromatography (UPLC)

and high-resolution mass spectroscopy (HR-MS) were per-

formed on aWaters Acquity UPLC (Milford, Massachusetts,

USA) combined with a Waters LCT Premier XE mass

detector. Additional UPLC analytical data were obtained

using a Waters Acquity UPLC PDA detector. Analytical

measurements were performed using an Acquity UPLC

BEHC18 1.7 μm 2.1×50mm column (waters) eluted with a

90–10% gradient of water/acetonitrile. Mass spectra were

recorded in high-resolution mode.

Anhydrous dichloromethane (35 ml) was added to

2-amino-3-benzyloxypyridine (1.50 g, 7.5 mmol), fol-

lowed by 2,6-lutidine (2.62 ml, 22.5 mmol). The resulting

solution was blanketed with argon gas and stirred at room

temperature for 5 min, following which, benzenesulfonyl

chloride (1.05 ml, 8.25 mmol) was added, and the result-

ing solution was stirred for 72 h under argon gas (Fig. 3).

Thereafter, the reaction mixture was washed with 10%

aqueous citric acid (2× 25 ml) and saturated with aqueous

NaHCO3 (2× 25 ml); the organic solution was then dried

over MgSO4, filtered, and evaporated under reduced

pressure to yield a dark brown solid (0.726 g). The crude

solid was purified by flash chromatography (Wakogel 300,

1 : 2 ethyl acetate/hexane) to yield the desired product as

a white solid. 1H-NMR and UPLC-HR-MS were con-

sistent with the assigned product, purity (UV) more than

95%. The material was used without further purification,

0.290 g (13%).

TGN-073 showed the following properties: 1H-NMR

(DMSO-D6): δ5.14 (s, 2H), 6.90 (br-t, 1H), 7.29–7.41

(m, 4H), 7.47–7.64 (m, 6H) 7.96 (br-d, J= 6.6 Hz, 2H),

10.41 (br-s, 1H). UPLC: rt= 1.72 min (DAD), and purity

more than 95%. HR-MS: mass calculated for

C18H17N2O3S
+ (M+H+), 341.0955; found, 341.0932.

Xenopus laevis oocyte bioassay for confirming
aquaporin-4 facilitation
The facilitation effect of TGN-073 on AQP-4 was con-

firmed using the bioassay described previously [28,29]. In

brief, denuded stage V–VI oocytes were prepared from an

adult, female X. laevis, and were allowed to equilibrate in

modified Barth’s medium (MBS) for ∼12 h at 18°C before

cRNA injection. AQP-4 cRNA solutions (0.1 µg/µl cRNA)

for oocytye injection were prepared from an existing stock

solution. An aliquot (30 nl) of either the cRNA solution or

distilled water (sham) was injected into each oocyte using a

Drummond oocyte injection system (Drummond Nanoject

II; Drummond Scientific, Broomall, Pennsylvania, USA).

Injected oocytes were then incubated for 48 h at 18°C in

MBS. Medium was changed and nonviable oocytes were

removed at 24 and 48 h after injection. Before the assay, 4–5

oocytes along with MBS (450ml) were transferred to a

single well of a 24 well-polystyrene plate (3526; Costar), to

which an aliquot (50 µl) of TGN-073 stock solution

(0.2mM in 1% DMSO containing MBS) or a blank (1%

DMSO in MBS) was added. Oocytes were incubated at 20°
C for 30min. Before imaging, the plate was transferred to an

SZX16 zoom microscope (Olympus Corporation, Tokyo,

Japan) fitted with a DP26 digital camera (Olympus

Corporation) and a MATS-5555 temperature-controlled

stage (Tokai Hit, Fujinomiya, Japan) set at 22°C.
Hypotonic shock was initiated by introducing an equimolar

TGN-073 solution or blank containing 0.1% DMSO, also

maintained at 22°C. Single-well images were captured in

Fig. 2

Schematic presentation of the aquaporin-4 (AQP-4) system. The AQP-4
system provides additional water flow into the pericapillary
Virchow–Robin space (VRS). Necessary water enters astrocytes
through AQP-4 at the glia limitans externa (GLE). This internal facilitator
promotes appropriate interstitial fluid dynamics including flow through
the VRS (interstitial flow), which constitutes glymphatic flow. This model
is readily examined in-vivo by analyzing tracer dynamics injected into the
systemic vein. Broken line squares indicate the components examined in
the in-vivo dynamic studies using [17O]H2O JJ vicinal coupling proton
exchange (JJVCPE) imaging and the AQP-4 facilitator, TGN-073
(Fig. 6).

Fig. 3

TGN-073 reaction schema.
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15-s intervals for 150 s following the addition of hypotonic

medium. Images were transferred to a personal computer

and the hypotonic response of 18–20 individual oocytes per

test group was evaluated as described previously. Statistical

significance was tested using a one-way analysis of variance

with Fisher’s least significant difference test. P values

below 0.01 were considered significant.

JJVCPE imaging

The concept of the JJVCPE imaging method and its

validation studies have been published previously [9,25].

The concept is schematically presented in Fig. 4.

Animal preparation
The study was approved by the Internal Review Board of

University of Niigata and carried out in accordance with the

Guidelines laid down by the NIH (USA) on the care and

use of animals for experimental procedures. Five control

and five study adult male mice, C57/BL6 (weight 23–28 g),

were maintained under standard laboratory conditions

under a 12/12 h light/dark cycle. Food and water were

available ad libitum. Animals breathing spontaneously

and anesthetized with an intraperitoneal administration of

urethane (1.2 g/kg) were placed supine in a custom-

designed Plexiglas stereotactic holder. The head was

fixed in position by ear and tooth bars. Rectal temperature

was maintained at 37±0.5°C using a customized tempera-

ture control system. Oxygen saturation was monitored

throughout the MR study using a pulse oxymeter Mouse

Ox (Starr Life Sciences Co., Oakmont, Pennsylvania, USA),

with probe placement on the left thigh. TGN-073 was

administered intraperitoneally at a dose of 20mg/kg (control

dose) or 200mg/kg (experimental dose) in 0.2ml saline

30min before the study. Normal saline of 0.2ml was used

for sham injection. For the dynamic imaging study, 0.2ml

normal saline containing 40% of [17O]H2O (Isotec Inc., St

Louis, Missouri, USA) was administered as an intravenous

bolus injection at the 75th phase (10min after the first scan)

using an automatic injector at 0.04ml/s through PE10 tub-

ing inserted into the right femoral vein.

Data acquisition
MRI experiments were conducted on a 15-cm bore 7 T

horizontal magnet (Magnex Scientific, Abingdon, UK)

using a Varian Unity-INOVA-300 system (Varian Inc.,

Palo Alto, California, USA) equipped with an actively

shielded gradient. A custom-made one turn surface coil,

20 mm outer diameter, was used for RF transmission.

Adiabatic double-spin echo-prepared rapid acquisition

with refocused echoes was utilized at the following

parameter settings: single slice (2 mm thick), 128× 128

matrix image of 20× 20 mm, field of view every 8 s, TR

2000 ms, echo train 32, TE for the first echo 8.8 ms, echo

spacing 5 ms, and effective TE 84.8 ms. Imaging slabs

were set 6 mm caudal from the top of the cerebrum. A

total of 525 phases (scan time 70 min) were obtained at

8 s intervals.

Data analysis
Images were analyzed using image processing software

(MR vision; MR Vision Co., Winchester, Massachusetts,

USA). Averaged percent intensities, which reflect the

relative influx of [17O]H2O in three areas, the cortex, the

BG, and the third ventricle, were plotted against time.

Intensities at the steady state of each area, expressed as

percentage against the averaged intensity of identical

pixel before administration of [17O]H2O, were deter-

mined by fitting their time course by the function

(Fig. 5a):

I¼ I0þae�bt :

Representative in-vivo data from control mouse are

shown in Fig. 5b.

Statistics
Numerical data were subjected to a Student t-test for the
raw data using commercial statistical software (SPSS 24,

Armonk, New York, New York, USA). The value of P

Fig. 4

Schematic presentation of JJ vicinal coupling proton exchange
(JJVCPE) imaging. The nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)-sensitive,
nonradioactive isotope of oxygen, oxygen-17 [17O], and adjacent proton
will show JJ vicinal coupling. In water, the protons of the water molecule
and ionized proton of the dissolved molecule can exchange among each
other. Accordingly, appropriately designed [17O]-labeled molecules can
alter the apparent T2 of water molecules under NMR experiments.
Using T2-weighted imaging, this can be developed into noninvasive
imaging, JJVCPE imaging that is capable of quantifying the contents
of the target molecules, akin to radioactive tracer imaging such as PET
[9,25].
Signal intensity change, δS, of the voxel with [17O]-labeled substrate
can be given by:

dS¼ S0 1�exp �TE
1

T2
þ 35

12
rtJ2

� �� �� �
;

where S0 is the original signal intensity, TE is the echo time, ρ is the
relative concentration of the [17O]-labeled substrate, and τ is the
proton exchange rate. Although it is difficult to determine the absolute
concentration of the [17O]-labeled target molecule with this imaging
method, it is still possible to obtain dynamic data for a target molecule in
space and time, given the high spatial resolution inherent to MRI. In
contrast to radiotracer methods, tracer ([17O]-labeled target molecule)
contents have an inversed correlation with signal intensities, namely,
higher tracer contents yield lower signal intensities.
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less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant. All

data were shown as mean ± SD (n= 5).

Results
TGN-073

AQP-4 expressing oocytes treated with 10 µM TGN-073

were observed to have a greater AQP-4-mediated

increase in volume following hypotonic shock compared

with identically prepared oocytes treated with a blank

(Fig. 6a). On the basis of the volumetric changes between

0 and 150 s, the mean fluxes (Pf) of 12 ± 0.5, 80 ± 3,
and 96 ± 3× 10− 4 cm/s were determined for the sham,

blank, and TGN-073 groups, respectively (Fig. 6b).

Incubation with TGN-073 led to a significant increase

in AQP4-mediated water flux (P< 0.005, one-way

analysis of variance with Fisher’s least significant

difference test), confirming that TGN-073 is indeed an

AQP-4 facilitator.

JJ vicinal coupling proton exchange imaging

Results showing the effects of TGN-073 are summarized

in Fig. 7. A significant reduction in the tracer ([17O]H2O)

content (P< 0.005, Student-t, n= 5) was found in the

cortex, indicating higher turnover of interstitial fluid of

the cortex associated with AQP-4 facilitation. As expec-

ted, the tracer content was not affected significantly in

the BG because of the lack of AQP-4. Tracer content is

inherently much higher in the CSF and the relatively

minor facilitation in AQP-4 as shown in Fig. 6 cannot be

expected to alter MRI signals significantly. The result

validated the presented hypothesis of interstitial fluid

circulation (Fig. 2).

Discussion
The current study represents the first report of a pharma-

cological agent capable of increasing water flux through

AQP-4 (AQP-4 facilitator), that is, TGN-073. AQP-4 is a

bidirectional water channel. It is believed to be regulated

by proton density (pH) [30]. Nevertheless, in contrast to

the case of inhibitors, the mechanisms of which could be

defined rather simply as channel blockade, the mechanism

of TGN-073-mediated AQP-4 facilitation is not intuitive. It

can, however, logically be speculated that ligand interac-

tion with AQP-4 leads to a conformational shift, especially

in the protein loop spanning the H2 and HB helices, which

results in facilitation of water flux [30].

On the basis of AQP-4 structural analysis for its regulatory

process by protons, restriction in the motion of that loop

following the protonation of H95 has been suggested to

be the reason for increased AQP-4 flux at low pH [25].

Fig. 5

JJVCPE data. (a) ROI and decay curve fitting. Upper: scout film showing
regions of interest (ROI). Imaging slab was set to 6 mm caudal from the
top of the cerebrum (left) and ROI was selected semiautomatically using
image processing software. Lower: Decay curve fitting. I0 shows the
normalized signal intensity at infinite time (t=∞) calculated from the
fitted curve. As described, higher tracer contents will yield lower I0.
(b) Representative time course. Representative time curve of signal
intensities within pixels of each ROI shown in (a) following intravenous
(i.v.) [17O]H2O administration in control mouse. Blue: cortex, red: basal
ganglia (BG), green: cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) within the third ventricle.
Each dot represents the intensity of each pixel within the ROI.

Fig. 6

Xenopus laevis oocyte bioassay. (a) Time-dependent volume change
plots are shown for water-injected oocytes incubated for 30 min before
initiation of hypotonic shock with a blank (black circle), and AQP-4
cRNA-injected oocytes incubated with a blank (red square) or TGN-073
(blue triangle). (b) Hypotonic flux (Pf) of the sham, blank, and TGN-073
groups is shown as black bars plus SEM. Statistical significance
between the blank and TGN-073 groups is indicated by **P=0.0025
(one-way analysis of variance with Fisher’s least significant
difference test).

AQP-4 facilitator TGN-073 Huber et al. 701



Although the events giving rise to these conformational

restrictions, that is, pH changes and ligand binding, are

different, it is plausible to consider that the relative

increases in AQP-4 flux reported in the present study are

based on similar changes in the H2-HB spanning loop. In

any event, the bioassay reported in this study unam-

biguously showed that TGN-073 can facilitate AQP-4

water flux in vivo.

Studies to date have not identified any specific passage

for water into the BBB. Water entry into the BBB is

therefore a nonspecific, presumably slow movement

through the lipid membrane as it had been believed

before the discovery of water-specific channels [31].

Indeed, [17O]H2O JJVCPE MRI studies of normal and

AQP-4 knockout mice have consistently shown that

∼ 20 min are necessary to reach the steady state of the

[17O]H2O concentration for structures inside the BBB

following an intravenous bolus injection of [17O]H2O

irrespective of the presence or absence of AQP-1 or

AQP-4 [9,26]. The current study unambiguously con-

firmed the notion by showing that facilitation of AQP-4

does not alter gross transport of [17O]H2O from the blood

stream to CSF. However, facilitation of AQP-4 sig-

nificantly increases the turnover of water from cortical

areas into pericapillary VRS (Fig. 2).

It has long been recognized that interstitial fluid within

VRS has its own circulation, transferring the fluid from

the pericapillary space into the CSF system through the

VRS system surrounding perforating arteries and veins in

the parenchyma of the brain [19,32,33]. The importance

of this ‘third circulation’ in the brain, which is now

referred to as GF, is believed to be the equivalent of

systemic lymphatics and responsible for β-amyloid

clearance [19–22,33,34]. Pericapillary water dynamics

and, hence, GF functionality are dependent on the AQP-

4 system. Therefore, disturbance of AQP-4 function and

the resultant GF dysfunction are now believed to play a

significant, if not sole, role in the pathogenesis of

Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Indeed, patients with AD are

shown to have impaired GF [35].

The current study unambiguously showed that the

AQP-4 system indeed works as an interstitial circulator

(Fig. 2), and facilitation of AQP-4 by TGN-073 increased

turnover of interstitial fluid from the cortical area. Should

aging-oriented AQP-4 dysfunction be the main patho-

genesis of AD, it would translate into the notion that

AD is not simply a ‘β-amyloid accumulation’ disease.

Disruption in interstitial circulation because of AQP-4

functionality dysfunction would adversely impact

nutrient delivery, neural excitability, and even regional

perfusion. The implications of these processes on the

pathologic cascade add to the complexity of the

pathogenesis of AD. Therefore, facilitation of AQP-4

functionality is a promising pharmacologic target in the

prevention and treatment of AD.
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